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We have the privilege of living and working 
in a place surrounded by nature. For over  
a hundred years, we have been based in 
the Odenwald and Westerwald. Conse-
quently, we are well aware of what we 
owe ourselves, our families, society and 
our partners. For us, appreciation of nature 
and respect for human beings is the key to 
responsible trading.  

As a fourth-generation family business,  
we treat things with care and conduct our 
operations on a sustainable basis. We view 

the entire product life cycle as a self-
evident maxim. When you buy a MAUL 
product, you can rest assured that it was 
manufactured under socially responsible 
conditions with minimal environmental 
impact.

-
ness location and have expanded our pro-
duction facilities in Zell and Kirchen. We 
invest and pay taxes here, create and retain 
apprenticeships and jobs, and actively take 
responsibility for the future of our region.

For further information, go to 
www.maul.uk and take a look 
at our Sustainability Brochure.

»  WHY WE THINK  
SUSTAINABLY 

-

14001“.
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Bad König-Zell.
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For generations, we have been manufacturing products in Bad 

with a keen eye for detail. 

production and electronics work with great care and precision on 
every single component. As we select the materials and develop 
the products ourselves, we can guarantee top quality and high-end 
design. Our intelligent testing processes ensure that all MAUL 
products conform with high safety standards and are of a consis-
tently high quality.

go to www.maul.uk

»  WHY WE KNOW  
OUR TRADE 
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»  WHY WE LOVE  
WHAT WE DO    
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MAUL is an international brand-name company with production 
-

tive products made from plastic and metal are manufactured here.  

produce a multitude of creative new products. As a result, we are 
able to add exciting new products to our product range year after 
year. This innovative capability is evident from our numerous utility 
models and patents.

The skills of the 180-strong MAUL workforce combined with our 
enthusiasm for progress and our high-tech in-house production 
facility are what makes us so good at what we do. We act quickly  

 
our work. Our focus is not on short-term solutions, but on good, 

which has proved successful for more than a hundred years.

go to www.maul.uk
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»  DURABLE, RESILIENT AND STABLE
The robust surfaces of our panels can also withstand prolonged stress. In this respect, we choose 
high-quality material for our tried and tested textile, cork and whiteboard surfaces.

-
ÖKO-TEX® Standard 100 20%

         RECYCLED
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greener@work  
SUSTAINABLY DEVELOPED AND MANUFACTURED

-

THE FRAME MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

-
-

OPAQUE AND MOBILE

TECHNICAL SAFETY CONCEPT  
MADE BY MAUL

CASTOR WHEELS, FEET OR CLAMPS?



»   WORKING UNDISTURBED 
WITH THE RIGHT  
ACOUSTICS 

WHY IT SHOULDN‘T BE TOO LOUD 

12 13

TIPS FOR LESS NOISE STRESS

THIS MUCH NOISE IS ALLOWED LIGHT AND HEALTH



Movable wall system MAULcocoon
• Modular, free-standing acoustic wall for less noise stress and improved room acoustics
• Good sound absorption: reduction of the noise level, more sound insulation, thus better
concentration and less distraction

• Made in Germany: sustainable and socially responsible manufacturing, 5-year warranty
• Environmentally friendly & allergy-friendly: certified according to ÖKO-TEX® Standard 100
class 1, 100% PES fibres (polyester fibres), 20% of which are recycled, formaldehyde-free,
odourless, flame-retardant according to DIN 4102 (B1)

• High-quality: elegant aluminium profile, thick acoustic fleece (4000 g/m²), with high
dimensional stability

• Extremely flexible: can be interlinked seamlessly by velcro connections
• Open Space solutions: creates concentration areas with better acoustics, privacy space and
visual protection

• Sound insulation at a desk, in team offices or call centres, for modern office concepts or mobile
offices, in a conference room or meeting room, for a room-in-room solution or in a home office

• Redesign rooms: set up wall sequence and installation angles (only possible with base), assemble
quickly and easily rearrange at any time without tools

• Design: rounded corners, elegant combination of frame colour and surface
• Frame in three colours (white, anthracite and silver), mottled dark grey acoustic fleece
• Dimensions: 180 x 100 cm, frame thickness 44 mm, 40 mm-thick acoustic fleece
• Can be linked steplessly at any angle from 90° to 180°
• Stable: steel feet or castor wheels (2 lockable)
• Including a levelling foot to compensate for uneven floors
• Almost floor-length, opaque privacy screen: only a 2-cm gap between floor and lower edge of
panel

• Colour specification refers to the frame
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUSurfaceBaseColoursItem

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark greyFeet02 white, 89 anthracite, 95 silver970 10

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark greyCastors02 white, 89 anthracite, 95 silver970 11
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Movable wall system MAULconnecto
• Newwork: modular, free-standing partition wall for modern room concepts; the room divider
system combines concentration with communication and is customisable

• Open space solutions: creates concentration areas with noise protection and enhanced
acoustics, privacy spaces with privacy screen for creative meetings or as an information wall

• Made in Germany: sustainable and socially responsible manufacturing, 5-year warranty
• Connect: 180 x 100 cm movable wall, consisting of three modules each measuring 60 x 100
cm, can be combined in different surfaces, modules inserted and fastened with screws

• Extremely flexible: can be interlinked seamlessly by velcro connections
• Redesign rooms: set up wall sequence and installation angles (only possible with base),
assemble quickly and easily rearrange at any time without tools

• Five surfaces to choose from, each double-sided: mottled dark grey or light grey acoustic
fleece, whiteboard, blue textile and cork pin board

• In an office around a desk, in a call centre, conference room or meeting room, for a room-in-room
solution or in a home office

• Elegant design: modern combination of frame colour and surface, discreet profile with rounded
edges and decorative grooves

• Almost floor-length, opaque privacy screen: only a 2-cm gap between floor and lower edge of
panel

• High quality: surrounding aluminium frame profile (thickness 44 mm) in the colours white,
anthracite and silver

• Can be linked steplessly at any angle from 90° to 180°
• Stable: steel feet or castor wheel feet (2 lockable)
• Including a levelling foot to compensate for uneven floors
• Acoustics: high sound absorption, 100% PES fibres (polyester fibres), 20% of which are recycled,
certified according to ÖKO-TEX® Standard 100 class 1, formaldehyde-free, odourless,
allergy-friendly, B1 flame retardant, thickness 40 mm, 4000 g/m², pressure-resistant, high
dimensional stability

• Cork: natural, the pin sits firmly, self-healing for permanent use
• Textile: pinnable surface, tightly woven, abrasion-resistant and self-healing for permanent use
• Whiteboard: suitable for magnets and white board markers, very good dry-wipe
• Colour specification refers to the frame
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard, no bulky cargo
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUSurface (from the top down)BaseColoursItem

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics dark grey,
Acoustics dark grey

Feet89 anthracite960 10

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics dark grey,
Acoustics dark grey

Castors89 anthracite960 11

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics light grey,
Acoustics dark grey

Feet89 anthracite960 20

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics light grey,
Acoustics dark grey

Castors89 anthracite960 21

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics dark
grey

Feet95 silver960 30

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics dark
grey

Castors95 silver960 31

1 pc(s).Cork, Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics dark greyFeet89 anthracite960 50

1 pc(s).Cork, Acoustics dark grey, Acoustics dark greyCastors89 anthracite960 51

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Acoustics light grey,
Acoustics light grey

Feet02 white961 10

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Acoustics light grey,
Acoustics light grey

Castors02 white961 11

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Acoustics dark grey,
Acoustics light grey

Feet02 white961 20

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Acoustics dark grey,
Acoustics light grey

Castors02 white961 21

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Whiteboard, Acoustics light
grey

Feet02 white961 30

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Whiteboard, Acoustics light
grey

Castors02 white961 31
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1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Whiteboard, WhiteboardFeet95 silver962 10

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Whiteboard, WhiteboardCastors95 silver962 11

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Whiteboard, Acoustics dark greyFeet95 silver962 20

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Whiteboard, Acoustics dark greyCastors95 silver962 21

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Whiteboard, Acoustics light greyFeet95 silver962 30

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Whiteboard, Acoustics light greyCastors95 silver962 31

1 pc(s).Cork, Whiteboard, Acoustics dark greyFeet95 silver965 10

1 pc(s).Cork, Whiteboard, Acoustics dark greyCastors95 silver965 11

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Textile blue, Acoustics dark greyFeet95 silver965 16

1 pc(s).Whiteboard, Textile blue, Acoustics dark greyCastors95 silver965 17

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Whiteboard, Acoustics dark
grey

Feet95 silver965 52

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey, Whiteboard, Acoustics dark
grey

Castors95 silver965 53
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Movable wall system MAULconnecto Uplight
• Modular, free-standing acoustic wall with LED light for less noise stress and indirect ambient
lighting close to the workplace

• General ambient light via an upward-radiating LED module
• Good sound absorption: reduction of the noise level, more sound insulation, thus better
concentration and less distraction

• Made in Germany: sustainable and socially responsible manufacturing, 5-year warranty
• Environmentally friendly & allergy-friendly acoustic fleece: certified according to ÖKO-TEX®
Standard 100 class 1, 100% PES fibres (polyester fibres), 20% of which are recycled,
formaldehyde-free, odourless, flame-retardant according to DIN 4102 (B1)

• Extremely flexible: can be interlinked seamlessly by velcro connections
• Extremely economical thanks to state of the art LED technology

• Open space solutions: concentration areas with enhanced acoustics, privacy spaces and visual
protection

• In an office around a desk, in a call centre, conference room or meeting room, for a room-in-room
solution or in a home office

• Dimensions: movable wall 180 x 100 cm, consisting of 3 modules each measuring 60 x 100 cm
• Elegant design: modern combination of frame colour and surface, discreet profile with rounded
edges and decorative grooves

• High-quality: elegant aluminium profile, thick acoustic fleece (4000 g/m²), with high dimensional
stability

• Stable: steel feet or castor wheels (2 lockable)
• Including a levelling foot to compensate for uneven floors
• Can be linked steplessly at any angle from 90° to 180°
• Redesign rooms: set up wall sequence, assemble quickly and easily rearrange at any timewithout
tools

• Powerful LED module, discreetly inserted into a profile as a linear light source
• Light source: colour temperature 4000 Kelvin (neutral white), weighted energy consumption 17
kWh/1000 h, service life 50.000 h, useful luminous flux 2.500 lumens, energy efficiency class C
(spectrum A to G)

• Technical safety concept Made by MAUL
• Homogeneous light emission and dust protection: high-quality polycarbonate diffuser, easy to
clean

• Toggle switch on/off on the lamp
• Colour specification refers to the frame
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard, no bulky cargo
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUSurfaceBaseColoursItem

1 pc(s).3 x acoustics dark greyFeet89 anthracite966 10

1 pc(s).3 x acoustics dark greyCastors89 anthracite966 11

1 pc(s).3 x acoustics light greyFeet02 white966 20

1 pc(s).3 x acoustics light greyCastors02 white966 21
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Desk divider MAULconnecto
• Acoustic partition wall for improved room acoustics and visual protection
• Good sound absorption: reduction of the noise level, more sound insulation, thus better
concentration and less distraction

• Made in Germany: sustainable and socially responsible manufacturing, 5-year warranty
• Environmentally friendly & allergy-friendly: certified according to ÖKO-TEX® Standard 100
class 1, 100% PES fibres (polyester fibres), 20% of which are recycled, formaldehyde-free,
odourless, flame-retardant according to DIN 4102 (B1)

• Stable mounting: two clamping feet made of robust steel for desk tops up to 7,5 cm
• High-quality: elegant aluminium profile, thick acoustic fleece (4000 g/m²), with high
dimensional stability

• Sound insulation at a desk, in team offices or call centres, for modern office concepts or in a home
office

• Suitable for the movable wall systems MAULcocoon and MAULconnecto
• Open space solutions: creates concentration areas with noise protection, privacy spaces and visual
protection

• Ideal for height-adjustable desks: holds firmly while height is adjusted, divider height is maintained
• Modern colour combinations: light or dark grey fleece with frame in anthracite, silver or white
• Frame thickness 44 mm, 40 mm-thick acoustic fleece
• Good visual protection: distance to desk top approx. 7,5 mm
• Colour specification refers to the frame
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUSurfaceDivider lengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey120 cm02 white, 89 anthracite, 95 silver975 12

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey160 cm02 white, 89 anthracite, 95 silver975 16

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey120 cm02 white, 89 anthracite, 95 silver975 22

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey160 cm02 white, 89 anthracite, 95 silver975 26
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Desk divider MAULconnecto Uplight
• Acoustic partition wall with LED light for less noise stress, visual protection and indirect
ambient lighting close to the workplace

• With indirect general room lighting via infinitely dimmable LED module radiating upwards
• Good sound absorption: reduction of the noise level, more sound insulation, thus better
concentration and less distraction

• Made in Germany: sustainable and socially responsible manufacturing, 5-year warranty
• Environmentally friendly & allergy-friendly acoustic fleece: certified according to ÖKO-TEX®
Standard 100 class 1, 100% PES fibres (polyester fibres), 20% of which are recycled,
formaldehyde-free, odourless, flame-retardant according to DIN 4102 (B1)

• Stable mounting: two clamping feet made of robust steel for desk tops up to 7,5 cm
• Extremely economical thanks to state of the art LED technology

• Open space solutions: creates concentration areas with enhanced acoustics, privacy spaces and
visual protection

• Sound insulation and visual protection at a desk, in team offices or call centres, for modern office
concepts or in a home office

• Ideal for height-adjustable desks: holds firmly while height is adjusted, divider height is maintained
• High-quality: elegant aluminium profile, thick acoustic fleece (4000 g/m²), with high dimensional
stability

• Modern colour combinations: dark grey fleece with frame in anthracite; light fleece with frame
in white

• Frame thickness 44 mm, 40 mm-thick acoustic fleece
• Good visual protection: distance to desk top approx. 7,5 mm
• Suitable for the movable wall systems MAULcocoon and MAULconnecto
• Powerful, energy-saving LED light with diffuser for gentle dimming
• LED module discreetly inserted into a profile as a linear light source
• Light source for 120 cm wide divider: colour temperature 4.000 Kelvin (neutral white), weighted
energy consumption 20 kWh/1000 h, service life 50.000 h, useful luminous flux 2.900 lumens,
energy efficiency class C (spectrum A to G)

• Light source for 160 cm wide divider: colour temperature 4.000 Kelvin (neutral white), weighted
energy consumption 27 kWh/1000 h, service life 50.000 h, useful luminous flux 4.100 lumens,
energy efficiency class C (spectrum A to G)

• Technical safety concept Made by MAUL
• Homogeneous light emission and dust protection: high-quality polycarbonate diffuser, easy to
clean

• Convenient: stepless adjustment via side-mounted rotary dimmer
• Colour specification refers to the frame
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUSurfaceDivider lengthColoursItem

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey120 cm89 anthracite976 12

1 pc(s).Acoustics dark grey160 cm89 anthracite976 16

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey120 cm02 white976 22

1 pc(s).Acoustics light grey160 cm02 white976 26
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IN THE INTERVIEW, 
DIPL.-ING. ELECTRICAL ENGINEER  
UWE HARTMANN TALKS ABOUT THE 
EU ECODESIGN DIRECTIVE*

»  MAUL LAMPS WITH REPLACEABLE LIGHT
SOURCES & CONTROL GEARS

*  Regulation (EU) 2019/2020 of 1/10/2019 laying down ecodesign requirements for light sources and separate control gears and Regulation (EU) 2019/2015 of 
11/03/2019 with regard to energy labelling of light sources.

greener@work

"With good ecodesign, it is considerably easier 

a poor ecodesign can never lead to a more than 

What is the aim of the Ecodesign Directive?

The Ecodesign Directive is part of the European Green Deal and 
ecodesign includes all "energy-related products", such as light sour-
ces, washing machines, televisions, etc. The Ecodesign Directive is a 
legal building block in the transformation of the current throwaway 
economy into a sustainable circular economy. On the one hand, 

repairability and on the other, products at the end of their life must 
be returned to the raw materials cycle.

What is the difference between the Ecodesign* and the Energy 
Labelling Directives*?

The Ecodesign Directive for light sources governs minimum 
requirements regarding repairability, ability to be dismantled and 

light sources with a scale ranging from A for "excellent" to G for 

virtually homogeneous. 

Which guidelines are laid down in the Ecodesign Directive?

It differentiates between light sources, control gears and the 
surrounding products and stipulates that light sources and control 
gears must be replaceable. A light source is what we traditionally 
know as a bulb. A control gear is the electronic system required to 
operate the light source. Ecodesign also encompasses the mini-
mum requirements in terms of functionality, e.g. the lifespan or 
light quality.

How has MAUL implemented the Ecodesign Directive?

As early as 2016, we were aware that the EU was working on new 
regulations. It became extremely urgent on 9 December 2019, four 

2020, we began to constructively adapt our lamps. In our new light 
laboratory, in each case we measured 10 specimens of each lamp 
in our range and subsequently conducted a 5-month long-term test 
to determine the lifespan. Nowadays, all our lamps comply with 
the Ecodesign Directive and all the necessary information, such as 
illustrated replacement instructions, is provided.

Do all manufacturers and importers adhere to it? 

The light sources in the lamps of many market players are still not 
replaceable. If the light source is defective, the whole lamp must 
be discarded. This is anything but sustainable. The replaceability of 
light sources and control gears – a key objective of the Ecodesign 
Directive – has clearly not been met.

There is something brazen about, of all things, lamps with built-in 

rating. Moreover, when determining the class, in this instance the 
entire lamp must be measured. However, many market players 
only take the data for the light source in order to obtain a more 
favourable result with advertising appeal.

replaceable light source? 

Every lighting supplier must indicate the replaceability of light sour-
ces and control gears, at least with a pictogram, on their website, 
packaging and operating instructions. There must also be disas-
sembly instructions on the supplier's website. 

Finally, the new consumer authority comes into play! This authority 
is called EPREL. Every light source, whether available separately 
or as part of a lamp, must be registered in EPREL, an EU database, 
otherwise it is not allowed to be sold in the EU.

The customer can check this registry by scanning the QR code on 

registered, they are automatically taken to an EU page. The custo-
mer can compare the technical data indicated there directly with 
the supplier's advertising claims.

Find more information about the Energy 
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LED desk lamp MAULoptimus colour vario, dim.
• The best in terms of quality, design and longevity
• Stepless adjustment of illuminance and colour temperature
• Supporting biological effective lighting solutions, e.g. for increasing concentration or
efficiency

• Made in Germany: developed and produced in our national plant, 3 years guarantee
• Extremely economical: latest LED technology. Double-checked in the MAUL test laboratory
• Ref. 820 67 95 is winner of the German Innovation and Design Award 2018

• Very large illumination radius and exact positioning by means of long double
• Memory function: all settings are automatically saved when the lamp is switched off
• Safe: a high-tech diffusion screen provides a homogeneous light distribution
• Large cooling surface for optimal thermal management
• Comfortable: dimming via a rotary switch integrated in the lower joint
• Light source and operating device replaceable by an electrician
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic

2.500 lux illuminance at 35 cm distanceIlluminance of the lamp:
2.700 Kelvin (warmwhite) to 6.500 Kelvin (daylight white)Colour temperature per light source:
1Number of light sources:
E (spectrum A to G)Energy efficiency class per light source:
8 kWh/1000 hWeighted energy consumption

per light source:
20.000 hService life L70B50 per light source:

853 LumenUseful luminous flux per light source:
Head: anodised aluminium - Arm: anodised aluminium,
Joints: break-proof plastic

Material:

Head: 12 x 5,5 cmDimensions:
Head: inclinable, rotatableMovement:

• 820 66: Stable metal clamp base (clamping width. 7 cm). Lower arm length: 45 cm, upper arm
length: 42,5 cm. Height: 50 cm. Arm: inclinable, rotatable

• 820 67: Stable base, Ø approx. 22 cm, with steel weight inlay and desk protection pad. Lower
arm length: 45 cm, upper arm length: 42,5 cm. Height: 53 cm. Arm: inclinable, rotatable

PUProtection classCable length
(approx.)

BaseColoursItem

1 pc(s).II wall power adapter EU
plug

1,75 mClamp89 anthracite, 95 silver820 66

1 pc(s).II wall power adapter EU
plug

1,75 mBase89 anthracite, 95 silver820 67
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LED desk lamp MAULsolaris
• The best in terms of quality, design and sustainability
• Made in Germany: developed and produced in our national plants, 3 years guarantee
• Long-life: better thermic management thanks to larger cooling area
• More power thanks to higher illuminance
• High energy efficiency
• More secure: homogeneous light distribution and optimized glare protection due to
high-quality diffuser made of PMMA, reduced maximum luminance protects the eyes

• Design "Made by Reutershahn"
• Extremely economical: latest LED Technology
• Long service life
• Guaranteed: no consumption in switch-off mode
• Double-checked in the MAUL test laboratory
• Integrated power supply in base
• Light source and operating device replaceable by an electrician
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic

4.300 lux illuminance at 25 cm distanceIlluminance of the lamp:
4.000 Kelvin (neutral white)Colour temperature per light source:
1Number of light sources:
E (spectrum A to G)Energy efficiency class per light source:
5 kWh/1000 hWeighted energy consumption

per light source:
50.000 hService life L70B50 per light source:

604 LumenUseful luminous flux per light source:
BaseBase:
Head: anodised aluminium - Arm: anodised aluminium -
Foot: metal - Base: desk protection pad

Material:

Height: 64,3 cm, Height adjustable from 25 to 62 cm -
Head: 12 x 5,5 cm - Arm: length 55 cm - Base: 19 x 16 cm

Dimensions:

Head: inclinable, rotatable - Arm: inclinableMovement:
BasePosition of the switch:

PUProtection classCable length (approx.)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).II europlug1,90 m89 anthracite, 95 silver820 60
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LED desk lamp MAULrock
• High energy efficiency
• Extremely economical: latest LED technology
• High quality design: pure shape, restrained colouring
• Professional lamp for the workplace, high lighting quality
• Elegant: metallic look
• Technical safety concept Made by MAUL

• Suitable for smart home if used with an appropriate bulb
• Matt white reflector for optimal light distribution
• Lamp holder: socket E27
• No consumption in switch-off mode
• Stable base
• Light source replaceable
• Recyclable packaging

2.300 lux illuminance at 35 cm distanceIlluminance of the lamp:
3.000 Kelvin (warm white)Colour temperature per light source:
1Number of light sources:
F (spectrum A to G)Energy efficiency class per light source:
10 kWh/1000 hWeighted energy consumption

per light source:
15.000 hService life L70B50 per light source:

950 LumenUseful luminous flux per light source:
BaseBase:
Head: Aluminium - Arm: Aluminium - Foot: metal -
Base: desk protection pad

Material:

Height: 55,5 cm - Head: Ø 13 cm - Arm: lower arm
length 41 cm, upper arm length 41 cm - Base: Ø 23 cm

Dimensions:

Head: inclinable, rotatable - Arm: rotatable, inclinableMovement:
Lamp headPosition of the switch:

PUProtection classCable length (approx.)Replacement bulbColoursItem

1 pc(s).II europlug1,70 m829 12 0595 silver823 41
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LED desk lamp MAULpirro, dimmable
• Affordable, dimmable LED lamp
• To choose from: desk lamp or floor lamp (art. no. 823 48)
• Flex area for the precise adjustment of the light angle
• Muted: understated design, harmoniously fits into any space
• Extremely economical: latest LED technology
• Technical safety concept Made by MAUL

• 4-level dimmer
• Convenient: diffuser for reduction of shades
• Light source and operating device replaceable
• Recyclable packaging

1.120 lux illuminance at 35 cm distanceIlluminance of the lamp:
3.000 Kelvin (warm white)Colour temperature per light source:
1Number of light sources:
E (spectrum A to G)Energy efficiency class per light source:
6 kWh/1000 hWeighted energy consumption

per light source:
50.000 hService life L70B50 per light source:

726 LumenUseful luminous flux per light source:
Head: Aluminium - Arm: metal, rubberized surfaceMaterial:
Head: 32 cmDimensions:
Head: inclinable, rotatableMovement:

• 820 26: Arm length 38 cm, metal clamp (max. clamping width 4,5 cm), convenient touch function:
switch on lamp head. Height: 37,3 cm. Arm: inclinable, rotatable

• 820 27: Arm length 36,5 cm, sturdy plastic base with weight insert 16,7 x 12 cm, switch on base.
Height: 37,3 cm. Arm: inclinable, rotatable

PUProtection classCable length
(approx.)

BaseColoursItem

1 pc(s).II wall power adapter EU plug1,50 mClamp02 white, 90 black820 26

1 pc(s).II wall power adapter EU plug1,50 mBase02 white, 90 black820 27
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LED desk lamp MAULjoy
• Joyful desk lamp in the latest colour trends
• A splash of colour for anyone with a love for colours, also ideal for student desks
• Cool: matt surface
• Extremely low consumption: latest LED technology, high energy efficiency
• Small but strong: very suitable for small working areas, high luminous intensity
• Technical safety concept Made by MAUL
• Compact shape: space-saving and handy, very good price/performance ratio

• Sturdy flex-arm for adjustment of the angle
• Convenient: diffuser for reduction of shades
• Base and head made of strong plastic material, rubber-coated metal arm
• Light source and operating device replaceable
• Recyclable packaging

1.880 lux illuminance at 33 cm distanceIlluminance of the lamp:
3.000 Kelvin (warm white)Colour temperature per light source:
1Number of light sources:
D (spectrum A to G)Energy efficiency class per light source:
5 kWh/1000 hWeighted energy consumption

per light source:
15.000 hService life L70B50 per light source:

769 LumenUseful luminous flux per light source:
Head: plastic - Arm:metal, rubberized surface - Foot: plastic
- Base: weight inlay

Material:

Height: 33,5 cm - Head: Ø 11,8 cm - Arm: length 35,8 cm
- Base: Ø 13,7 cm

Dimensions:

Head: inclinable, rotatable - Arm: rotatable, inclinableMovement:
Lamp headPosition of the switch:

PUProtection classCable length (approx.)ColoursItem

1 pc(s).II wall power adapter EU
plug

1,80 m02 white, 23 touch of rose, 32 atlantic
blue, 52 lime, 90 black, 95 silver

820 06
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» OUR CONTRIBUTION TO SUSTAINABILITY
Light sources of MAUL lamps are no longer permanently installed, but repla-
ceable. This means that lamps do not have to be completely disposed of if the
light source is defective. This conserves valuable resources, extends the service
life of the lamps, allows for material separation at the end of life for recycling
and complies with the Ecodesign Ordinance 2019/2020.



Whiteboard MAULfun
• Versatile: for appointments, information or notes
• Practical: with loop for hanging up
• Can be used on both sides
• Sturdy frame made of coloured plastic
• Handy and easy to store
• Lightweight: easy to carry

• Triple use: suitable for magnets, writable and very good dry-wipe
• Landscape or portrait format
• Coated steel sheet surface

PUSizeColoursItem

10 pc(s).24 x 35 cm99 assorted colours628 12

10 pc(s).28 x 40 cm99 assorted colours628 14

10 pc(s).38,5 x 58,5 cm99 assorted colours628 16

Accessory set for whiteboards MAULpicco
• Starter set for office, home office and private use
• Always at hand: the most important tools for whiteboards

• Content:
• 2 board markers XL, round bullet tip 2,0-2,5 mm: red, black
• 1 board wiper made of thick felt, grip area made of foam material, pleasant to the touch
• 1 bottle of whiteboard cleaner, 125 ml, for deep cleaning
• 4 MAULsolid magnets, Ø 24 mm: yellow, red, green, grey
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUColoursItem

1 pc(s).09 other638 51
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Coat rack MAULcaligo
• High-quality freestanding steel coat rack for continuous use
• Holds lots of garments
• Stable and elegant: column made of robust steel, securely anchored in the base
• Extremely stable: heavy plastic coated concrete base and felt floor protectors
• MAUL design: glossy base with matt distressed surface, scratch-resistant for umbrella tips
• Clever: 4 additional hooks on the post for light garments or accessories, 4 more on the
umbrella stand for pocket umbrellas

• Particularly suitable for high traffic: public areas, foyers, offices

• From the pro: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Post Ø 5 cm
• 32 plastic hooks made from break-proof ABS: 8 hat hooks, 16 coat hooks, 4 additional hooks on
both the post and umbrella stand

• Spin top, Ø 46 cm, for easy access from all sides
• With umbrella stand, Ø 27 cm, for up to 8 umbrellas and 4 telescoping umbrellas
• Base Ø 36,5 cm, weight 6 kg
• Colours: black RAL 9004, silver similar to RAL 9006
• Easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUHeightWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).175,2 cm9,6 kg90 black, 95 silver940 80

Coat rack MAULcaurus
• Sturdy, space-saving designer coat rack
• Well thought-out: offset hanging rails distribute the load and enable easy access
• Screwed: hanging rails and metal caps are securely fixed
• Heavy duty: sturdy column with silver metal spacers for a secure hold
• Stable: flat, solid steel base plate with a large diameter ensures excellent stability and
minimises the risk of tripping

• Ideal for entrance areas, offices or the home

• Discretely fits into any surroundings
• A professional touch: over 100 years of metalworking experience
• Ø 4 cm column black matt or white glossy
• 7 fixed and screwedmetal hanging rails withmetal end caps for hanging garments and accessories
• Offset clothes hooks for easy access from all sides
• Ø 35 cm base weighing 3,6 kg with 5 floor-protecting felt pads
• Colours: black RAL 9004, white RAL 9003
• Quick and easy to assemble
• Recyclable: disassemble and recycle

PUHeightWeightColoursItem

1 pc(s).177 cm6,62 kg02 white, 90 black940 62
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Wall clock MAULride, RC
• Extra-large clock: 61 cm in diameter
• For large interior spaces: halls, lecture halls, forums, entrance areas
• Radio-controlled
• Legible from a distance of up to 50 m: digit height 5,5 cm
• Broad design frame made of plastic, widening towards the back

• Cover made of flat mineral glass
• Clock face Ø 51,5 cm
• Frame height: 7,1 cm
• Battery operated, incudes 1 battery 1,5 V (AA)
• Arabic digits in black
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks in black
• Movement mechanism in colour of clock hands
• Length of minute mark 31 cm
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time.
Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Signal range approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Ø 61 x 7,1 cm95 silver905 61

Wall clock MAULsprint, RC
• Trendy design clock in cool white look
• Radio controlled
• Clearly legible numbers
• Narrow frame in white, made of shock proof plastic
• Ideal for home office and office

• Cover made of flat mineral glass
• Battery-operated, incudes 1 battery 1,5 V (AA)
• Arabic digits in black
• Digit height 2,5 cm
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism and clock hands in black
• Automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic adjustment of summer/winter time.
Signal interference due to geological situations or metal constructions in buildings is possible.
In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Signal range approx. 1500 km from the
transmitter location

• Mounted on a wall using a loop

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Ø 30 x 4 cm02 white905 46
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Wall clock MAULstep, RC/quartz
• Standard model with appealing design
• Four sizes
• Modern frame made of shock proof plastic
• Clearly legible numbers
• Discreet appearance for office spaces or in the home

• Clock face cover made of mineral glass
• Battery-operated, includes 1 x 1,5 V (AA) battery
• Arabic digits in black, wide font (Ø 20 / 30 / 40 cm), narrow font for Ø 35 cm
• Digit height 1,7 (Ø 20 cm) 2,5 cm (Ø 30 cm), 3 cm (Ø 35 cm), 3,5 cm (Ø 40 cm)
• Clock face in white with hour and minute marks
• Movement mechanism in same colour as clock hands
• Mounted on a wall using a loop
• 905 28, 905 30, 905 35, 905 40: automatic synchronisation with DCF77 signal, automatic
adjustment of summer/winter time. Signal interference due to geological situations or metal
constructions in buildings is possible. In these cases, a manual adjustment is necessary. Range
of the signal approx. 1500 km from the transmitter location

• 905 30 02: sturdy standard model in pure white. Frame made of white shatterproof plastic
• Available from 06 / 2023 (9052995, 9053695, 9054195)
• 905 31: Sliding second hand

PUTypeSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 20 x 4,2 cm95 silver905 28

1 pc(s).QuartzØ 20 x 4,2 cm95 silver905 29

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 30 x 5 cm02 white, 95 silver905 30

1 pc(s).QuartzØ 30 x 5 cm95 silver905 31

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 35 x 5 cm95 silver905 35

1 pc(s).QuartzØ 35 x 5 cm95 silver905 36

1 pc(s).Radio-controlledØ 40 x 5 cm95 silver905 40

1 pc(s).QuartzØ 40 x 5 cm95 silver905 41
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Ergonomic footrest with heating MAULpro
• Against cold feet: warm felt covering, quick warm-up
• Steplessly adjustable from 30° to 45° C, operation and indication panel on front side
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years. GS symbol for checked safety
• Professional: height-adjustable in 5 stages, large platform
• Angle can be changed using feet, integrated brake avoids unintentional tilting
• Safe: in accordance with the latest regulations and DIN norms
• Design model

• Ergonomical: to compensate for rigid desk heights
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Silent operation: 0dB
• EMV tested (electromagnetic conformity), overheating protection
• Stable: shock-proof plastic, anti-slip rubber feet
• High quality needle felt grey mottled, thickness 3 mm
• Front height min. 4,8 cm, max. 11,9 cm/ back height min. 6,6 cm, max. 22 cm
• Mains operation 220 V/35 W
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 39 cm85 grey902 50

Ergonomic footrest MAULpro, convenient
• With warm felt covering for maximum comfort
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years. GS symbol for checked safety
• Professional: height-adjustable in 5 stages, large platform
• Angle can be changed using feet, integrated brake avoids unintentional tilting
• Safe: in accordance with the latest regulations and DIN norms
• Design model

• Ergonomical: to compensate for rigid desk heights
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic, non-slip underside
• High quality needle felt grey mottled, thickness 3 mm
• Front height min. 4,8 cm, max. 11,9 cm/ back height min. 6,6 cm, max. 22 cm
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 39 cm85 grey902 25

Ergonomic footrest MAULpro
• Non-slippery: platform with knobbed surface for better grip
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years. GS symbol for checked safety
• Professional: height-adjustable in 5 stages, large platform
• Angle can be changed using feet, integrated brake avoids unintentional tilting
• Safe: in accordance with the latest regulations and DIN norms
• Design model

• Ergonomical: to compensate for rigid desk heights
• Well-thought: no disturbing edges, freedom of motion
• Stable: shock-proof plastic, non-slip underside
• Front height min. 4,8 cm, max. 11,9 cm/ back height min. 6,6 cm, max. 22 cm
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).45 x 39 cm85 grey902 20
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Footrest MAULflair, metal
• Particularly stable basic model, available in three colours
• Made in Germany, guarantee 3 years
• Robust: made of 2 mm thick, powder-coated steel, torsion-resistant and scratch-proof
• For maximum comfort: with warm felt covering
• Practical: anti-slip rubber feet prevent unintentional shifting
• Comfortable: tilted forward
• Ideal for office and home office

• Ergonomical: to compensate for rigid desk heights
• Well thought: no disturbing edges for freedom of lateral motion
• Move without bending down by lifting sideways with the foot
• High quality needle felt grey mottled, thickness 3 mm
• Front height: 6,4 cm, back height: 11,2 cm
• Colours: white (RAL 9003), red (RAL 3000), anthracite (RAL DB 703)
• Recyclable
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic

PUAvailable spaceColoursItem

1 pc(s).40 x 30 cm02 white, 25 red, 89 anthracite901 50

» IMPROVE YOUR WORKSTATION
WITH FOOTRESTS

workstation in three easy steps.

Correctly position your seat. 
Your upper arm must be vertical, while your lower arm must be parallel to the 
table’s surface – the height of the seat’s surface must be adjusted. 

Your thigh should lie horizontally on the seat 
– the height of the footrest must be adjusted.

Your thigh and lower leg should form an angle of at least 90° – the incline of 
the footrest must be adjusted.

Poor posture when working at a desk can reduce a worker’s productivity by 
up to 40%. The footrest prevents unnecessary performance loss due to poor 
posture at work, as it facilitates a comfortable and relaxed posture. 
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We plan our products sustainably over their entire life cycle, from the idea through use to disposal.  
Environmental awareness can thus be seen in many aspects: use of recycled materials, resource-saving use of mate-
rials, recyclable designs in accordance with VDI guidelines for easy dismantling and sorted recycling, repair offers, low-
pollutant production, energy-saving technology, solar technology, plastic-free packaging. Our ISO 14001 environmental 
management system ensures that the most sustainable solution is found at every stage of our products' long life. 

Find out more in our sustainability brochure at www.maul.uk or scan the QR code at the bottom right of this page.

greener@work

According to the award criteria in UZ No. 116, solar letter or parcel scales must achieve 
their full function at an illuminance of 150 lux. In addition, our technical professionals 
have integrated a gold capacitor that stores excess energy and makes it available in darker 
lighting conditions.

*Source: www.blauer-engel.de

Full functionality at a mere 50 lux even applies for ECO calculators. 
In addition, our three sustainable models are made of 80% recycled plastic 
and the packaging is also made of recycled material.

government's environmental label for over 40 years. The independently awarded eco-
label distinguishes products boasting environmental excellence, with the entire life 

» M A U L  P R O D U C T S  W I T H
T H E  B L U E  A N G E L  L A B E L

80%
RECYCLED

PLASTIC

led material. Our greener@work desk accessories even have 85% recycled plastic. The 

material.

85%
RECYCLED

PLASTIC



Clipboard MAULpoly, easy-grip clip
• The clipboard for price conscious people
• Made of cardboard with polypropylene coating
• Grip friendly: easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• For travelling: extremely low weight

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,22 cm
• Environmentally friendly as unpackaged with paper insert, recyclable, free of plastic
• Available from 07 / 2023

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).32 x 23 x 1,3 cmA425 red, 37 blue, 90 black233 70

Clipboard folder MAULpoly, easy-grip clip
• The clipboard folder for price conscious people
• Made of cardboard with polypropylene coating
• Inside pocket on the cover to hold sheets or business cards
• Grip friendly: easy-grip clip with protecting plastic corners
• With pen holder loop that prevents pens from falling down or getting lost
• For travelling: extremely low weight

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Powerful: flat easy-grip clip
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 0,22 cm
• Environmentally friendly as unpackaged with paper insert, recyclable, free of plastic
• Available from 07 / 2023

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).32 x 23 x 1,3 cmA425 red, 37 blue, 90 black233 71
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Clipboard MAULbalance, easy-grip clip
• Made of sturdy cardboard (2100 g/m²) with natural paper lamination
• greener@work: completely plastic-free, unpackaged with paper insert, recyclable
• Smooth surface
• Natural material, pleasantly warm to the touch
• Can be individualised in many ways: for painting, drawing or sticking on
• Strong: flat easy-grip clip for secure hold of documents

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Chromed clip with recessed grip
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 3,2 mm
• Available from 06 / 2023

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).32,5 x 22,5 x 1,4 cmA425 red, 37 blue, 77 braun, 90 black238 18

Clipboard folder MAULbalance, easy-grip clip
• Made of sturdy cardboard (2100 g/m²) with natural paper lamination
• greener@work: completely plastic-free, unpackaged with paper insert, recyclable
• Smooth surface
• Natural material, pleasantly warm to the touch
• Can be individualised in many ways: for painting, drawing or sticking on
• Strong: flat easy-grip clip for secure hold of documents

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Chromed clip with recessed grip
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Board thickness 3,2 mm
• Available from 06 / 2023 (2382025, 2382037, 2382090)

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).32,3 x 23,3 x 1,9 cmA425 red, 37 blue, 77 braun, 90 black238 20
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Clipboard with plastic coating, easy-grip clip
• For price-conscious people
• Board made of cardboard with plastic coating
• Powerful: flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip

• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Also available as clipboard folder, Art. Nos. 233 92 and 233 93
• Environmentally friendly as unpackaged with paper insert, recyclable, free of plastic
• 233 56: Board thickness 0,28 cm
• 233 53: Board thickness 0,29 cm
• 233 52: Board thickness 0,26 cm. A choice of 9 colours
• 233 57: Board thickness 0,25 cm
• 233 67: Board thickness 0,4 cm

PUClipSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).short side18,3 x 12,4 x 1,3 cmA690 black233 56

12 pc(s).short side24 x 16,8 x 1,2 cmA590 black233 53

12 pc(s).short side31,9 x 22,9 x 1,3 cmA413 yellow, 22 pink, 25 red, 34
light blue, 37 blue, 43
orange, 54 light green, 90
black, 95 silver

233 52

12 pc(s).long side23 x 32 x 1,3 cmA490 black233 57

12 pc(s).long side34,6 x 45,1 x 1,5 cmA390 black233 67
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Clipboard folder with plastic coating, easy-grip clip
• For price-conscious people
• Clipboard folder made of cardboard with plastic coating
• Inside pocket on the cover to hold sheets or business cards
• Attractive: a choice of 9 colours (A4)
• With pen holder loop that prevents pens from falling down or getting lost

• Powerful: flat, chrome-plated easy-grip clip
• Convenient: can be hung up, with retractable hook
• Clip opening approx. 0,8 cm
• Environmentally friendly as unpackaged with paper insert, recyclable, free of plastic
• 233 93: Board thickness 0,24 cm
• 233 92: Board thickness 0,22 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

12 pc(s).26,0 x 17,7 x 1,3 cmA590 black233 93

12 pc(s).31,9 x 22,9 x 1,3 cmA413 yellow, 22 pink, 25 red, 34 light blue,
37 blue, 43 orange, 54 light green, 90
black, 95 silver

233 92

Conference folder MAULflexx, easy-grip clip
• The practical conference folder for meetings, trade fairs, in the office or at school
• Protects the contents: all-round zipper
• Particularly hard-wearing: plate made of flexible 2-layer polypropylene, wipeable
• Can be used at temperatures from -10°C to +60°C, water-resistant
• For on the move: as light as a feather, also for trainers, craftsmen or tour operators
• Modern design: grip-friendly surface with waffle pattern

• Strong: chrome-plated easy-grip clip with grip recess on the right inside of the folder, holds
documents securely

• Gentle: bow clamp with protective plastic corners
• With inside pocket, suitable for storing loose sheets, business cards or flyers
• Practical: with pen loop
• Large filling height, 3 cm, also suitable for catalogues or college blocks
• Clamping width approx. 0,8 cm plate thickness 0,2 cm

PUSizeFormatColoursItem

1 pc(s).31 x 24,6 x 3 cmA490 black236 13
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Plastic photo frame MAULart
• Elegant, sturdy plastic interchangeable frame in many sizes
• Portrait and landscape format, for hanging and standing
• Looks classy: high-gloss frame
• At home or in the office, for exhibitions, in reception areas or corridors, for certificates, in
restaurants, in shop windows

• Tip: use different formats to create a cool picture wall
• Sturdy: height of frame 14 mm, corners mitred and reinforced with metal clips
• Minimalistic forms, restrained design

• Easy to use: quick fasteners with turning springs, permanently rivetted, can’t get lost
• Crystal clear and safe: high quality plastic glass made of 0,6 thick polycarbonate
• Includes passe-partout
• Stable: backwall and stand made of MDF
• 100% recyclable

PUVisible sizeFor picturesColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,2 x 14,2 cm10 x 15 cm, approx. A602 white, 90 black193 44

1 pc(s).12,2 x 17,2 cm13 x 18 cm, approx. B602 white, 90 black193 48

1 pc(s).14,2 x 20,2 cm15 x 21 cm, approx. A502 white, 90 black193 50

1 pc(s).20,2 x 29,2 cm21 x 30 cm, approx. A402 white, 90 black193 54

1 pc(s).29,3 x 39,2 cm30 x 40 cm, approx. A302 white, 90 black193 58
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Pocket calculator M 8
• Handy, MAUL quality pocket calculator
• Large, 8-digit display
• Particularly flat: fits in any bag, briefcase, satchel or backpack
• Makes life colourful: in three trendy colours
• Faster to find: function keys and number keys in different colours
• Fits well in the hand: compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Calculation of roots
• Automatic switch-off
• Fingers do not slip off: rubberised keys
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,5 x 6,9 x 1,0 cm22 pink, 34 light blue, 90 black726 10

Pocket calculator M 12
• Handy, MAUL quality pocket calculator
• Large, 12-digit display
• Particularly flat: fits in any bag, briefcase, satchel or backpack
• Faster to find: function keys and number keys in different colours
• Fits well in the hand: compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Double zero key
• Calculation of roots
• Automatic switch-off
• Fingers do not slip off: rubberised keys
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,5 x 6,9 x 1,0 cm90 black726 14
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Pocket calculator M 112
• A compact calculator for everyday business in MAUL quality
• Everything you need to see on the large 12-digit display
• With percentage and tax calculation
• Cool design: aluminum front
• Particularly flat: fits in any bag, briefcase, satchel or backpack
• Faster to find: important keys in different colours
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Double zero key
• Automatic switch-off
• Fits well in the hand: compact size, rounded edges
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,9 x 7,0 x 1,0 cm95 silver726 22

Desktop calculator MJ 450
• The young design all-rounder, 11,3 x 7,2 cm
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability, even on the go
• Makes life colourful: in three trendy colours
• Faster to find: function keys and number keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: large, angled display for better reading
• Fits well in the hand: compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Calculation of roots
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).11,3 x 7,2 x 1,9 cm22 pink, 34 light blue, 90 black726 30
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Desktop calculator MJ 550
• The young design all-rounder, 15,5 x 11 cm
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability, even on the go
• Makes life colourful: in three trendy colours
• Faster to find: function keys and number keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: large, angled display for better reading
• Fits well in the hand: compact size, rounded edges
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Calculation of roots
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).15,5 x 11,0 x 2,5 cm22 pink, 34 light blue, 90 black726 34

Desktop calculator MC 8
• Sturdy, robust desktop calculator with professional look
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• With large, 8-digit display
• Faster to find: important keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Delete key: deletes the previously entered number
• Calculation of roots
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).13,7 x 10,3 x 3,1 cm90 black726 50
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Desktop calculator MC 10
• Sturdy, robust desktop calculator with professional look
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• With large, 10-digit display and double zero key
• Faster to find: important keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 10-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).13,7 x 10,3 x 3,1 cm90 black726 54

Desktop calculator MC 12
• Sturdy, robust desktop calculator with professional look
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• With large, 12-digit display and double zero key
• Faster to find: important keys in different colours
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).13,7 x 10,3 x 3,1 cm90 black726 58
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DESKTOP CALCULATORS COMPACT

Pocket calculator ECO 250
• greener@work: the sustainable pocket calculator with 8 digits
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Good for the environment: solar-powered - no battery or replacement needed
• Works from only 50 lux
• Conserving resources: housing made of 80% recycled plastics
• Safe packaging made of recycled material
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability, at the desk and on the go

• 8-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Fingers do not slip off: rubberised keys
• Warranty: 5 years
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard, free of plastic, with Euro hole
suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).9,8 x 6,0 x 1,2 cm90 black726 82

Desktop calculator ECO 650
• greener@work: the sustainable compact calculator with 12 digits
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Good for the environment: solar-powered - no battery or replacement needed, works from
only 50 lux

• Conserving resources: housing made of 80% recycled plastics
• Safe packaging made of recycled material
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability, at the desk and on the go

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Automatic switch-off
• Double zero key
• Change sign
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard, free of plastic, with Euro hole
suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).14,6 x 10,4 x 3,3 cm90 black726 86
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Desktop calculator ECO 850
• greener@work: greener@work: the large sustainable desktop calculator with 12 digits
• Awarded the environmental award "Blue Angel"
• Good for the environment: solar-powered - no battery or replacement needed, works from
only 50 lux

• Conserving resources: housing made of 80% recycled plastics
• Safe packaging made of recycled material
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability, at the desk and on the go

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Grand total function
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Automatic rounding
• Change sign
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Environmentally friendly packaging from recycled cardboard, free of plastic, with Euro hole
suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).17,4 x 12,6 x 3,5 cm90 black726 88

Desktop calculator MXL 12
• Commercial desktop calculator, sturdy, stable and robust
• Extra large housing (20,5 x 15,5 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Grand total function
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,5 x 15,5 x 3,5 cm02 white, 34 light blue, 90 black726 70
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DESKTOP CALCULATOR ECO

Desktop calculator MXL 14
• Commercial desktop calculator, sturdy, stable and robust
• Extra large housing (20,5 x 15,5 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Faster to find: keys in different colours
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 14-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Triple zero key
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,5 x 15,5 x 3,5 cm90 black726 74

Desktop calcutator MXL 16
• Commercial desktop calculator, sturdy, stable and robust
• Extra large housing (20,5 x 15,5 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Faster to find: keys in different colours
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 16-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Calculation of roots
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Double zero key
• Triple zero key
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic rounding: choose how to round up or down
• Change sign
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).20,5 x 15,5 x 3,5 cm90 black726 78
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Desktop calculator MTL 600
• The commercial desktop calculator with professional features
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Large 2-line display, display of the calculation path
• Includes many commercial calculation functions
• Faster to find: on key and revenue-cost margin key in signal colors
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 2-line display
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Profit margin calculation
• Revenue-cost margin function: sales price, purchase price and margin calculation
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).17 x 10,3 x 2,6 cm90 black726 90

Desktop calculator MTL 800
• The commercial desktop calculator with professional features
• Large, 2-line display with display of the calculation path
• Extra large housing (19 x 14 cm (DxW)), large keys and display
• Practical: many commercial calculation functions
• Ergonomic: angled display for better reading
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 2-line display
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Double zero key
• Profit margin calculation
• Revenue-cost margin function: sales price, purchase price and margin calculation
• Delete key: deletes the last number entered
• Automatic switch-off
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR44)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).19,0 x 14,0 x 3,0 cm90 black726 92
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DESKTOP CALCULATORS BUSINESS PRO

Desktop calculator MCT 500
• The commercial desktop calculator with Check and Correct function
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at your desk or on the go
• Many functions, including tax calculation
• Ergonomic: large, angled display for better reading
• Sturdy: plastic keys, easy to clean
• Check and Correct: check and correct previous calculations
• Energy-saving: solar and battery powered, automatic switch-off

• 12-digit LCD display
• 1-line display
• 3-key memory
• Tax calculation: price including/excluding tax key
• Per cent key
• Check and Correct function
• Double zero key
• Automatic rounding
• Decimal switch selector
• Automatic switch-off
• Warranty: 5 years
• Includes one battery (LR1130)
• Environmentally friendly recyclable packaging, free of plastic, with Euro hole suspension

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).17,4 x 10,7 x 2,2 cm90 black726 96

» YOU CAN COUNT ON US
Whether they’re used in educational or private settings, desktop 
and pocket calculators are important tools which many people rely 
on. At MAUL, we have the right model for all of the most important 

and conveniently.

Precision, style and reliability – these are the areas where our 
calculators shine, as we are motivated to ensure high quality and 
stylish design. Our range includes compact pocket calculators, 
calculators for sales applications (for example with a tax calculation 
function) and ergonomically designed printing calculators for 
commercial use.

All calculators (except the printing models) can run on solar power 
to save energy, in line with the MAUL sustainability goals. 
What’s more, all of our desktop and pocket calculators come with 
a 5-year warranty. 

     For the nature-conscious
At school

   On the construction site
            For craftsmen

In the workshop
 For the commercial
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POCKET 726 10
22 pink

34 light blue
90 black

1 8 LCD X X X X X X R

POCKET PRO

726 14 90 black 1 12 LCD X X X X X X X R

726 22 95 silver 1 12 LCD X X X X X X X P

JUNIOR

726 30
22 pink

34 light blue
90 black

1 8 LCD X X X X X X P X

726 34
22 pink

34 light blue
90 black

1 8 LCD X X X X X X X P X

COMPACT

726 50 90 black 1 8 LCD X X X X X X X P X

726 54 90 black 1 10 LCD X X X X X X X X P X

726 58 90 black 1 12 LCD X X X X X X X X P X

ECO

726 82 90 black 1 8 LCD X X X X X X X R

726 86 90 black 1 12 LCD X X X X X X X X P X

726 88 90 black 1 12 LCD X X X X X X X X X X X P X

BUSINESS

726 70
02 white

34 light blue
90 black

1 12 LCD X X X X X X X X X X X P X

726 74 90 black 1 14 LCD X X X X X X X X X X X X P X

726 78 90 black 1 16 LCD X X X X X X X X X X X X P X

BUSINESS PRO

726 90 90 black 2 12 LCD X X X X X X X P X

726 92 90 black 2 12 LCD X X X X X X X X P X

CHECK & CORRECT 726 96 90 black 1 12 LCD X X X X X X X X X X P X
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OVERVIEW CALCULATORS

Printing desktop calculator MPP 123
• Top model with an extensive range of functions
• Energy-saving mains operation
• Computer-like keypad
• For calculation and sales: with revenue-cost margin function
• Also for exports: with currency conversion
• Better readability: 2-colour printing
• Many more functions
• MAUL quality: precision and reliability at the desk

• 1-line display
• 12-digit LCD display
• 3 key memory, 2 memories for numbers
• Automatic tax calculation
• Convert currency with programmable exchange rate
• 2-colour printing
• Includes one battery (CR2032)
• More details at www.maul.uk
• Available from 05 / 2023

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).26,6x20,2x7,7 cm84 grey727 25

Printing desktop calculator MPP 32
• Universal model with all important functions in MAUL quality
• Mains and battery powered
• Computer-like keypad
• For calculation and sales: with revenue-cost margin function
• Also for exports: with currency conversion
• Better readability: 2-colour printing
• Modern design

• 1-line display
• 12-digit LCD display
• Convert currency with programmable exchange rate
• Automatic tax calculation
• 2-colour printing
• Includes one battery (CR2032)
• 3 memory keys
• More details at www.maul.uk

PUSizeColoursItem

1 pc(s).22,6x14,7x6,8 cm84 grey727 20
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»  VISIT US ON  
www.maul.uk 

OFML-product data. 
Information on our 3D data can be found at 
www.maul.uk

Always up to date. 

catalogues and advertising material.
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» WE ARE AT YOUR DISPOSAL:

https://www.instagram.com/maulgmbh/

Tel.: +49 6063 502 270
export@maul.de

www.maul.uk
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